
 

Youth International Report 
As the end of July approaches, the excitement starts for the Youth International Fly Fishing Competition 

between the 4 home Nations of Wales, England, Scotland and Ireland. This year’s venue was to be Lough 

Lene, County Westmeath.  

 

Myself and the Welsh youth Captain Morgan head out to Ireland on the Friday night for an extra couple of 

days practice on the water before meeting up with the team later on the Sunday night.  

 

Having known that it had been hot the previous week, we knew the water temperature would play a part in 

the match so on the first practice, we headed out to the deep water areas up for the pump house. Fish were 

seen to be rising everywhere but not up for feeding no matter what we threw at them. We changed tact when 

we saw that the fish were crashing into fry out in open water so we’d found a method in the shape of a 

booby basher fished static on a 3ft leader and a single sparkler booby did the trick as it resulted in 2 fish. 

 

On the second day, the fishing continued to be very slow, by slow, I mean fishing 4 hours for 1 take, later in 

the afternoon, the wind dropped to form a ripple through the lake, this showed us that the fish were ready to 

come up to feed on the dries, with sedges, small shuttlecocks and a black foam daddy all working very well. 

Luckily, this meant we had some methods to work with for when official practices started on Monday. 

 

When the full team arrived, we split the lake into 4 sections so that meant that each individual member of 

the team would cover the whole lake during the practice sessions at some point or other, having half a day in 

each. They had all been briefed about the method but we were very reluctant to show anything to anyone as 

boatmen were present so we gave the team members a free reign as to what they wanted to use for the first 

day, this resulted in 5 fish for the team.  

 

Following an inspired team meeting the first night, the team were told what myself and Morgan had found 

once again and were very eager to try out the main methods in the main area, so everyone who could tie 

made sure that every individual had the correct flies to be able to use during the second practice day and 

given a free hour at the end of the day to go wherever they wanted on the lake. This proved to be an 

excellent decision and it resulted in 15 fish, an excellent team achievement! One change we had noticed 

though, after a couple of days of cooler weather had meant that the water temperature had come down and 

that fish were starting to feed in the margins. 

 

On match day, we knew everyone had to tools to go out and do the job, it was a matter of hitting the pods of 

fish at the right time, so a very high element of luck involved here. All we could do was wait. As it turns out, 

we had 9 fish as a team, enough to secure the bronze medals with Ireland winning with 14 fish, England 

with 11, the Scottish picking up 3 fish on the day.  

 

Can I take this time to congratulate the Welsh team, they were absolutely magnificent throughout the whole 

International, the support for one another was brilliant and considering the team fielded 12 new caps, the 

result was impressive as it was so close! Can I also congratulate Morgan on his captaincy and mention that I 

am looking forward to welcoming him to the coaching team! Congratulations to Gwyddon who was top rod 

for the International and to Aaron for weighing the largest Fish. I look forward to welcoming all teams to the 

next Youth International on our home waters of Clywedog in 2023. 

 

Carl Williams 

(Wales Youth Coach) 

 



 
 


